


























































































































































































































MAD  OF MOODS 











reading, a relatively 
pr,pullr dramatic 
form,  was 
 .irnt
 and 
diverting.  Two  nar-




the  time 
changes 







Robin  Kerr, as Lincoln,
 
TT, 
adequate  in the lead 
and  
-rrnuire, actually resembled 
ad 
splitter as a 
youth.
 
:he ride of 
Mary Todd, Carol 
-Tian









as the passionate, 
sym-



































































































































 is ter 
1111..  ben-
efit











obtained  in 
the SJS 
box  of-
fice in the 
Studio Theater 
between 
1 and 5 p.m. 
The  charge for 
stu-
dents  is 50 cents 







'Special  Green' 
The Spartan Daily today fea-
tures a special ski u'ett11111, 111 
HAidit11,11 to the normal neo. 
and sports coverage. The four 
page "green sheet" 
contains  
ar-
ticles and features on SJS
 
ski 
activities, snow photographs, 
ansi Information on central Si-














Plays  Today 
Ito or 
ight
 31 a se eii 
"Winterset,"
 the Romeo 
and JIM.  
story set 
in the 1920s in 
NT. i 







will be shown twice 
todas.  
Director

























.abeduled to begin 
at

























might  be available. 
"Winterset"




 Margo, a 
wornii. 
with no last 171 
first  I'M 
name
 





critic  called it 















point made by Abraham 
Lincoln (James R. Kerr, center) in Lin-
coln -Douglas debate sequence from 
the SJS staged reading of 
Irving Stone's "Love Is 
Eternal" Jerry Juhl, narrator, looks on. 
Check 
Delay 
X Ini,t "III( 1111 -1110 has re. -
suited
 
in a delay 
of setcrans
 
cheeks, sets' office set retary, 
rs, 
si 
into n s   
last 
%seek.  The V.A. 
hopes  to 
have
 the elieeks asailable by 
Dee. 17, hut 









Results in Extension Course 





1.) years of telesision experi-
mentation in elementary science 


















 the course, Sci- The 










 KNTV's channel 11.
 on 
Sundays
 at 12:30 p.m.








tion with ITV, will 












 will be offered to 
supplement
 
the television demonstrations. 
NARRATOR
 FOR THE NEWEST program in 
science  education, 
set for TV 
broadcast  in 
February,
 explains a facet 
of
 gravity 
to his invisible 
audience. Robert 










 He appeared 
in "What 
Makes  Rockets 
Go?"  on the 
pioneering  "Explora-
tions"  shows. 
Registration  is open 
for










Robert Ilasseur, instructor in 
science education,
 and a narrator 
of the popular 







 is slated to act 






Dr. Nor -born Felton. 
assistant 
;irofessor of 







on the series. Its cost








tor of ITV, said the 
increased  pace 
if elementary
 school instruction 




Cost for the one -unit courses 
will be ¶1:1 for 
the 
television  
class and ¶10 for the field lahora-
j tory supplement.
 The laboratory 
may la. taken ionly in conjunction 
with  the  %lite," 
program.  
accord-
ing te a joint 
announcement
 by 









televised series will con-
sist  of 12 weekly half-hour presets-
! 
tenons.  They will 
cover the
 topics 






 said he 
belies -es this
 jet]. 
 rase'. life in the stream or pond, 
rnent
 
to be as valid 
today 
ieagnetism and 




























All six residence halls will 

























2 and 4 p.m.
 to allow 
students!
 On the 













































according  to 









 decorations,1  law 
concerning














 of printed 
Students in 
the three 




 will have 














decorations  for 
from ASH





 RilmaI their 
first  
Christmas
 in the 
new




Lawson.  assistant 
professor
 of 
d e p a r t m e n t . I








































































0 P e n 
House 
Student









 what ASB 
the council  
will 






















Chai-les  Perry 
IC,  
P. Snow's  latest 
novel, 
will 
be rctiewed  today



















 Willt1OWS, iii 
t 
roughot
 it the 
A r I 
in 
the





































































































































































































































State Library will he 
.losed weekends  during vacations, 
Miss .Toyee Backus. librarian. 
has  
To p.m. Monday through Friday. 
nowever, wit h the except





scientist  before he 
began
 









Dec.  23 
and Jan 
1 which are legal 
writing  fiction. He 
is 55. 







-1 the Permanents. Firundation hos-! T. students will be 
hiehlighted  to -
May 



















































 by Santa, the 
hest 
At  
1.1m"s.  said 


































































lest ivit ies for : 




























































































 T D 
lood Drive  
! 





ors who are 
technically' 













%N]i Nit \ 
WI 
Slust A,1111, -W - 
with 








ably, the prodigious 
London  Times 




























In the latest issue of 
Time
 
tween  tit. 
and  I p.m. in 
7.1 
MagaZine'  SIV)w 
tirgm
 greater Ilse 





The Yule event is sponsored by 
members
 of the Recreation for the 
Handicapped class,
 under the di-
rection of 
Buford  0. Rush, 
ass,-
ciate 
professor  of recreation. 

















































sumed  to 
be





 was taken 
to a local 
hospital  





slight spasm ending in 
a  faint." 
of the community 
services con -
nut 












 niirsos  assoc. and 










Ming groups and campus or-
ganisations lratt not been  detet-  
I mined as of 
yesterday  afternoon, 
hut 










 I h 




























dance  special  entitle,   
Elves"
 by the Circhesis 
mislern
 




*.los ie. on 
sktint;  Ind we 
-.1..iting  
also
 will  he shown.
 
Miss  Emits 
said.
 in 
addition  to 
regular  volley
-











































SUIT  SALE 
VAUGHN'S
 































and :i to 4 


















Entered as second class matter April 24. 
1934, at San Jos., California. under the 
act of March 3, 1479. Member Cali-
fornia Newspaper Publishers' Assn. Pub-
fished daily by Associated Students of 
San Jose State College 
except Satur-
day end 
Sunday,  during college 
year. 
Subscriptions  accepted only on a re-
mainder -of
-school -year 
basis. In fall se-
mester,




 Ext. 2110, 
2113;  
Advertising Est. 2109.
 Press of Globe 
Printing co. 
Office
 hours 1:45-420 p.m. 
Monday  through 
Friday.  Any phone 
calls 
should be made 


















   Nick Peters 
Assistant
 Sports Editor  
Gary Palmer 
Society Editor 
Ellen  Shulte 
Wire  
Editor  
. L. Worttington 
Copy 














 Ashton, Jim Bel-
saretti, Jim Brock Ron Croda, 
Kent  
Forest,  Jim 
Lewis. 
To 











will take a field trip to the 
Sokoji Buddhist Temple Sun-
day, Dec. 18 at 
10 a.m. at 1881 
Rush and Laguna sts., San 
Francisco, according
 to Dr. 
Kaztimitsu Kato, club adviser.
 
The Asian culture group. 
sponsored by the Philosophy de-
paronent, will attend a Zen -
Buddhist










 old Chinese 
proverb 
'One
 seeing is worth 
100 hearings,'" Dr. 









 of history, will 
speak  
on "The 
Opportunities  for 
the  
Historian in 
the National Park 
Service" 
tomorrow  at 7:30 p.m. 
in







 honorary fraternity. 
All 
members














 _Authentic Bavarian Food 












, _ 1 Ts, r74r1 









garden City iloAratt 

































 COB The thought, be-
hind the article "America 
Pauses Today To Recall Pearl 
Harbor," 
in the Wednesday, 
Dec. 7 
edition  of the 
Spartan  






ments contained therein are 
fac-
tually incorrect. To be specific, 
and in the interest of historical 
accuracy, the 
following
 data are 
submitted: 
1. The Japanese air force 
(army I did not participate in 
the attack on Pearl Harbor. The 
353 aircraft which took part in 
the bombing and aerial torpedo 
foray were carrier -based, and 




Rockets  were not employed 
by either




3. In December, 1941, the U.S. 
Air Force was not yet estab-
lished. The parent organization 
of land -based military aircraft 
other than those of the U.S. 




latter part of para-
graph  five-- "and only a seri-
ously weakened counter-attack 
was able to save them from an-
nihilation" --is 180 degrees out 
of 
phase.
 Firstly, there was no 
counter-attack.  The Japanese 
aircraft
 headed back to their 
carriers  after the attack. The 
Japanese striking force was po-
sitioned about 275 miles north 
of the island of 
Oahu. and al-
ready heading back to the em-
pire. Thus there were no Japan-
ese combatant vessels within 
range of the five flyable fighters 
that the Army Air Corps 
man-
aged to 
launch  from a satellite 
field 
at Haliewa, Oahu. Second-
ly, not one U.S. battleship, but 
two cruisers, and
 a few des-
troyers
 and secondary small 
craft were RFS (ready for seal. 
5. Memorial services are held 
on a platform over 
the  remains 
of the battleship Arizona, not 
by it. 
6. Fortunately,
 15,000 plus 
men did not lose their lives at 
Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941. 
The total of Army, Navy, Ma-
rine Corps, and civilian casual --
ties was 2403 killed, missing, 
and died of wounds, and 1178 
wounded.  
Again, I commend the 
initia-





liness of the article. I trust that 
constructive criticism will be 
accepted in good faith. My state-
ments are based on factual 
knowledge. I was at 
Pearl  Har-
bor on the morning of Dec. 7, 
1991. 










II: I .ifis 
pleased to 
announce that the free -admis-
sion Classic Film program, so 
well attended 
and apparently 
so rewarding to many students 
and faculty alike, has been res-
cued from threatened cancella-
tion by a generous 
agreement of 
joint financial support between 
the student cultural affairs com-



















































 that goes 
anywhere, 
plays  everywhere. 
Truly portable 
in every 
sense  of the word, 



















































































though  it 

















 Thus, as 
is fitting,  the
 pro-
gram




















 term. As 
heretofore,  
the 





is to make 




festival  of 
the  arts 
aimed at 





ity. To this 
end, we have 
invited 
other departments
 concerned to 
suggest great 
films  of wide ap-




cinema. and the 
graphic  arts for 
inclusion in the program. 
Aside from 
announcing  the 
forthcoming program. I 
wish 
to 




 attended many 
discussions




 backing and even
 
survival
 depend on attendance 
and other 
indications  of 
campus
 
support. May I 
suggest that stu-
dents and 
faculty  who have en-




who  look forward 
to the future 
one,
 express their 
pleasure by 
a three
-penny  card to the 
Audio-
Visual














of Dec. 7, I 
wondered how many people read 
into  the lines of 
my





regret that the sin-
cerity and intent 
of the letter 
was questioned through, 
per-
haps,






still  equate with bar-
barism, and to rectify 
the mis-
conception










the original theme of 
my letterwith what 


















































































modest  wedding, when 
kissing  
the 













feel.  chicky 
baby?"  With 
an 
air of oratory





 a voice 
choked 
with emotion,
 Davis Jr. 
replied, 

































 far as military 
counsel is 





count on the 
"Rat  Pack," as 
F. 
Sinatra fondly
 refers to 
his  
tribe, 




Lawford,  Davis, 
Martin 
and  Bishop, of 
whom  it 
is 
said  have a 
combined  total of 






 be just the 
political  
beginning for 
young  Davis Jr. 
and 
his friends --if 
it is then let 
me say with 
fierce












EDITOR --- It would appear 
that 
TASC  is a group so insular 
and ingrown that 
it is unaware 
that its querulous,
 ceaseless 
campaign against the house 

































































































































































































































































 of (gift ideas at 
Metric  Pharmacy 
Next to 
Winchell's  Donuts 
E. Santa 
Clara St. at 5th 




 . . 
to






































air  of 
a 

























































































































































































































appealed  for a salary 
drama







appearing in a one
-act opera at 
of 
non
-certificated  workers and 
the 
Ciiic Playhouse. 
136  W. San 
was 
,tiartered






































 dris mg 
during 
or 




 car and 
driver 
are  necessary, 







































Winterizing  the 
car: 
Add  an 
anti
-freeze to the 
radiator, and 
('heck








 and make 
sure  





 tires to he 
sure 
that they 
will carry the 
load of 
I driving with
 chains, and 
on poor 
roads.
 Use snow tires








































MEN' 3 WEAR 
290 SOUTH FIRST 


















 try Ti 
make 
the long 








Editor'n NI111.: N 
tort her 
graduate
 interviens are. 
tiled  until atter the
 Christmas 
IteatIon..As







 publish natives of 
intersiess.
 
beginning Jan. :S. The  first
 ap-



































 Always operates at top speed  
the best speed 

















 "Lord Byron's Love Let-
ter," 











































iiegive  a 25 per 
cent discount
 on 
tickets  and 
may 
make 
reservations  at 
the 

























200 SO. FIRST 
Co.. 
San 































THINGS:  al 
At 
 TODAY, WEDNESDAY, IS THE LAST DAY FOR 
YOU 
TO
 ENTER OUR 








 WE ARE 
OPEN
 DURING THE 
CHRISTMAS  
VACATION.  DROP IN AND 
BROWSE.
 GET A S.J.S. 





CARDS  AND GIFTS.
 
 SPECIAL 
CHRISTMAS PRICE  ON 





































































































































































































































































 furnish Broasted 
Chicken
 
for your party. From 
me 
order  



































































495 to 6 99 
Cn.ITINL


































check  out the 
new
 
San Jose State 
on the d.c. 
current,  


















qualified  people 
In
 the field 
When 
Russia  launched 
the first 
Getting  into 













"We need more their
 daughters' grades, 
and  moll, 
men in engineering," 
they







 coeds at SJS and a 
number offspring. 
But  the coeds agr  
of women students






 have a different 









fill important jobs, 
'III' 
ugh engineering tradi-
has been a taboo field 
tor vvoinen. 
Dean Norman 0. Gunderson, 
dean of SJS 
Engineering  division, 
and Dr. Alice L. Dement, person-
nel counselor, feel that women
 can 
have
 careers in engineering, just 
as they can have 
careers  in teach-
ing, 




Genderson  said 
in an in-
terview. "Russia











 with men. 
Our women  
engi-
Engineering majors 
Pat  Ha*. 
and Ann Dots rick say 
that  th,  
had trouble 
getting
 general fresf 
man counseling because of facitt,  
opposition.
 
Pat  claims 
she 
is J, 







and both women say the 
told hy 
their counselors i 
out of 
engineering.  Junior Mat t 
Ramon 
said
 she didn't at
  
get counseling 
hitt made  














 st  




 have the ability, enrolling 





good  pi: 
,ession anal, if she marries an i 
gineer.







I man it ith common interests ' 
en in 
engineering,  like wooliI 
  other 



















































































































P.,/a,  A 





































































































be _kn.l  titer foreiri




  k. r 






















the 1' Alt 









 who has a six-
month
 visa in the U.S., is spend-
ing part of his time at San Jose 
State, learning all 









ring mentor Julie 
Menendez. , 
soliman. W110 100104 like :thy -
thing butt a ei.ran of the ring 
oar'-., is as for
 IS





  ' 
et 
tit, 
I In the Ils ti eight 
Special to Students 
Only on Presentation






$ I .25 
Open 
Wk. 7-9,  Sun. 
8-7 3 Blocks
 West of 























corduroys  are 
slim as a  
sliver,  fit 
smooth
 
and snug, set 
low on the 
hips, never 
need




















































said.  -but mv 





 to conic 
down
 to the gym 
and box 
with them. 
Finally  I did 






































































and  as 
the
 Olym-







































































fx:r.,..  the 
amazement
 of 















I,, I inc-it 
off. 
Neertheless.
















 in the 
finals  and 
had  to 
Settle  for 




 of his 
career. 
Soliman 






was  beaten 
in the 
quarter
-finals  at 

















18 years in 
the ring 


















"Witt  t 
a doubt

















new  ears 
here  and 
yilli  Ameri-
cans 

















































At 1   
life is It istered






























































































 to EgYp, 
-.co months 
ft 
Oril  new he
 
intend-

























































 and 14. 











note of it." 
, ever,
 that 



































































much  to say 

































































































Pants  . . 
.Parkas  
Toboggans  













































































































































































































































































































































































LBS.  . as 


























































































































USE IT INDOORS, 
OUTDOORS  

































































































































































































































































f   
his  





































time in shooting  
finally 
cornered
 the Mexican 
oho  
was 






























your one spot stop 






Styles  Colors 
 Types 
Stop  in and 
















































































































































the dial, will air three ul Sao 






night's Idaho State clash. 
















 Louis. .111 
three will lie 
re. 







 Tex. ; UPI 
I 
-The most 





 leant in 
a sin-
itlf game






















education,  Bob Bronzan, 
will 












Dec. 29 and 
30 at Rickey's







 to 1956, 












































 Hamt.,  
Frank
 Howard ol 
Clemson 
and  Bob 
Berry  of San 
.tose's












machine,  was 
t- 
named  Northern 
California 
ouch
 of the 
Year 1952,1959 and 
1956. 
He was also a 
coach  in the 
1957
 East-West 
Shrine  Game and 
ii 
adsisory coach
 for the Phila. 
telphia Eagles 
of the NFL in 1958.
 
Patrons of 
the  clinic will gel an 
inside look 
at
 nearly all phases of 
the gridiron sport. 
Among the topics to 
be dis-
cussed will be the
 philosophy .4 
coaching
 football, building team 
morale, 
organization  of the foot-
ball 
program
 and defensive and 
of-
fensive play. 
Also on the agenda 
is a 
discus 
sumof the kicking 
game, new 
drills and formations, 
panel talks 
and movies of the top collegiate 
learns in action. 
A trip to one of the East-West 

































tans after recording 
a 7-3 mark 
it h SJS last season. 
Bill 
Marshall,  tht 
Northern 
California
 talent scout. 
Inked Holden and 
assigned him 
to report with 
other  farmhands 
to 
the Milwaukee 
training  base 
at 
Bradenton, Fla.,




reportedly  will 
be assigned 










nor league team. 
As recently
 as last week 
ifolden  
reportedly was
 going to 
await  
grad 



















































































































































































nerember  14. 
lnral












































complote  the schedule nith 
LII 









I./Gill:III as an 
infer,  h-
legiale
  (moil iza I Va.vik 111,1 
)1' 
ititIm',i lit It V. 
I ilW I - 
I.' 
My name
 is FRED . . 
. I'm a 
clod. They
 say I need a hair-
cut.




 Good ones. 
VINCE'S 
BARBER SHOP 



















SAN .A.Y E 
75 So, 2tic! St. 
CV 
4-2322 
Open ear es 
SAN FRANCISCO  
MOAB 
BERKELEY  SACRAMENTO 
SAN MATEO  Pile 






















the Spat !nits 
has(
 
McPherson  was hopeful
 that 






I hos, mit  teams
 would
 lill





Spartan soul, but after wiring the 
lo 




 the (lc, P.. 
Right or left 
footed?  
Foot 




















No matter what 
kind  of feet 
you have
 or where you like 
to stalk, Clarks 
Desert  Boots 
treat you most comfortably. 
Brushed leather uppers and 
Plantation crepe rubber soles 
look right, feel right, are 
right: Natural 
Sand
 or Olive. 






















































 can be more
 fun than 
ever




of skiing is a 





in the heti-, clean crisp 
mountain air. The 
wind  rippling through 
your
 hair as you 
descend 
the slope 
. . . snow bursting btneath 
your skis. 




 a thrill you should experience. 
COME 
INTO FREEMAN'S. WE 
WILL
 OUTFIT YOU 
FOR YOUR SKI TRIP. 
TRY OUR RENTAL PLAN 
$10 







































OPEN  DAILY 























































Spartans  13-11 
tip-off










its  opener 









 in Salt Lake City 
Fri-  
day, then moves on to St. Louis tock, Dick
 !tontine, and Bill Rob -
for a pair of contests
 with Wash- ertson. centers Jim? 13ratin and 
ington 
university  and highly -rated Bobby Lister, and guards Bill 
St. Louis university next 




respectively.  and Gary Ryan are the Spartan 





Jose municipal airport Thursday, Prior to the team's 
departure 
Dec. 22. at 3:43 p.m, 
yesterday. Inman rated 




 squad is 
Louis
 U. Billikens
 as the 
toughest  















point -happy Utah 
Redskins
 
Forwards Dennis Bates, Norm 
Box-
 
-uniting a e!ose second. 
Ring 
in the NEW YEAR at the 
K  CLUB 
Gala New Year's Eve Party! 





Plus all the party extras 
ALL 
THIS  FOR ONLY S111.00 
PER PERSON (includes tax and 
tip)
 
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW! 
CALL CYpress 2-4324 





Low Weekend Rates 
Available  in Every
 Size 







 TIRE CHAINS 
Special rates for Fraternal organizationsLet 
us outfit you for your next ski trip! 
MEL'S RENTALS 
1266 
W. San Carlos CY 
2-5555 
Open Sunday, Monday, 
Thursday,








THE  BEST . 
. . 






























































rate St. Louis and

















 Swopes and forward 
Ray Griffith
 return as starters 
from 
a 1959-60 team that was 8-0
 
in Rocky Mountain 




 early -season 
losses on 
their  record, 
dropping
 
an 85-81 decision to 




 to a Colorado State 











offense In its last
 fen outings, Class Positions
 






ter on their 
trek. 
Applications for 16 



















until  Jan. 4. 
trampled
 Evansville, 132-77, Texas 
' 
positions  open include the four 
Christian,  110-55,
 and Baylor 
major
 offiees in the frosh, soph-
83-69. 
°more, junior and senior classes. 
Earlier, 






 are Jan. 
12 and 












 85-64  season 
open-
 
















being  edged, 59-56,
 by Stan- - - 
ford
 at Palo Alto. 
Needless 
to say, the Utes, 
who  
Were
 26-3 last season, including' 
a Win OVer NCAA 
champ Ohio 
State, will 
he out for revenge. 




























 Valley Conference 
that was 
dominated
































 Barnes (20) 
up




















 on 18 of 24 
second -half 
free 
throw  attempts 
and
 froze the 
hall 
effectively  in the 
game's  wan-
ing 
moments to breeze 
past  a 
pugilistic Monterey
 Peninsula Col-
lege five, 46-36, last night
 in Spar-
tan Gym. 
With the victory the
 Sparta -
babes 
chalked  up their  third win 
in 
four
 starts. They'll try to make 
it four 
for  five tomorrow 
night 
at 8 against San 
Mateo J. C. in 
Spartan gym. 
S.'S hit only 22 per cent of Its 
field goal attempts
 In the first 
half, hut 
walked  off the court 
at the







The Lobos, a hustling, aggres-
sive
 hall club, temporarily look 
over 
the  lead early in the second 
half, but the 
MPC flare-up didn't 
last and the 
Spartababes  moved 
back in front at 32-30
 and were 









II of 12 free 
throw attempts, at least six of 
them 
late  in the game, to help 
put the contest out of the 
Lobos' reach. 
Guards Craig
 Carpenter, Tom 
Nichols and 
Gary
 Gresham also 
hit consistently from the charity 
line in the second half. 
The contest was marked by 
several near -fights in the second 
, half. 
At least
 twice  both 
benches  
were 

































































Open 8-6 p.m. 6 










































Taco  Dinner   
$1.04 
Steak Dinner 












FOOD TO TAKE OUT 

















State  Students 
Be 
















have  the skill and experience




 and Silva 




 25 years. A 


















repairs  . 
























2. Pedal goes 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A.M.   
 
SUNDAYS  4 P.M. to 10 P.M.  
S 
To Order Pizza 














 and features 
7 OF THE 
WORLD'S FINEST 
0 CHEESES.
 Call ahead for your "Take -Out" PIM, . . . 
0 













































 FREE!  
































. . . 
nothing
 to buy 





























































































































































WAIT,  but 
Spartan
 hoop 
followers  have 
tinally been 
given  something 
to holler 
about.




basketball,  a young 
and determined 
lot, has the 
ability to attain
 great heights on 
the hardwoods. 
Student
 enthusiasm has 
paralleled  the team's 
success  through 
four early -season outings,
 in which coach Stu Inman's
 scrappy quin-
tet has won three
 and lost but one-a 




 Hoop Classic 
Pits  Spartans,  
Champ






 Broncos.  






Dorto5ati.-  powerful  Lov 
! 
The teams 










 champ Loyola and
 
Si..
 year with 
guard
 
Jerry  Grote. the 





are in the Spartans.  
WI 
'AC's
 Ii4NIP last season, and
 
.1'oirr,i,'s
 title "g"i"-i 'I" 
bracket,
 







































log in last season's first ann.., 
Christmas tourney. In that or:. 
USE'.  COP, and Pepperdine 
took the 




 with the worst rec.! 
, in the holiday cage classic. 
San Jose 
State  students ma', 
attend 
the five-day tourney for 
a special rate
 of 50 cents per 
night. Each 
team in the tourna-
ment-S.1S,  ('OP, USK Loyola, 
Pcpperdine, St. Mao's. 
and 
Santa Claris of 
the 
551
 SC, and 
guest serhool Frardham-ssill play 
th ree games. 







bleheader opens the tourney Mon. 
day,
 Dec. 26. Those four teal,.
 
constitute one bracket in the e tieno,  
The Spartans and
 Lions cla. 




the first game of a twin -bill 
tea-
turing Fordham and St MarN',-
in the 9:15 nightcap.  
Should the Spartans defeat Lo:. 
ula, they would meet the Furdhan. 
St. Mary's victor Lit 730 Thin 
 day. 
Should they drop the open,. 
they would meet the 
Gaels
 loser Wednesday night . 
9:15 
in
 consolation play. 
A victory in the 
Thursday  
sun . 
final would put SJS in the chair.  
pionship battle at 9 p.m. Friday 
loss in Thursdays' winners
 bract.  
would put the Spartans in a fici 
for 
third  place at 7 p.m. Frid.c. 
This is a team 
that
 won't roll over and 
play
 dead to anybody, 
Consolation action would 
Is 
the  





witnessed  by 
the  
Bear  contest. SJS students like that type of 
solation 
(loser's  bracket) title 
gutty ball and they're turning out in droves to 
see it. 
' 330 
Friday,  should 
they 
kk .r 

















place SJS in a try 
'of 





Friday  at 1:30. 
Cn 
walks out on the gymnasium floor for the first time  he is introduced It-used? 
to the the Inman-Glines method and is expected to learn it to a point 
The tournament will present 
where he may be 
of
 significant help to future 
Spartan varsity teams. ' 
an 




 has worked 
elsewhere -at 
Kentucky
 MCA(' race, 
which  opens for the 
Indiana, 





 will reap its 
,tartans  on Jan.
 7 at Civic Aud-
t 
Hum  against  
reward from 
it













I Block North of 
SPARTAN  CITY 
Conveniently located to serve car 
owners
 of 
San Jose State 
LUBRICATION -MOTOR TUNEUP 
WHEEL BALANCING- BRAKE SERVICE 
TIRES - BATTERIES - AUTO ACCESSORIES 











545 S. 2nd St. - 







JOSE STATE STUDENTS 
DRY CLEANING .50c -- 95c 
WONDER 
CLEANERS  
555 E. Santa Clara CY 
5-8763
 
This  year's Spartan
 varsity is a 
test-tube  
aggregation.
 It is the 
first SJS 
basketball team 




 style of 





 of th( 
future. Its 
success  will 
serve  to 
indicate
 just how 







 no true 
all-stars  on the 
Spartan 
team, but 
they  aren't 








































 of a 














































































































































































 AND COMPLETE 
INFORMATION  CALL 
HELEN
























HOUSE  OF PIZZA 
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 not*: This is 
tho last in  
series of 
four 
articles  on tho history 
of San Joss Stato). 




 that name, 
got its 
present moniker in June. 1935 
when the state legislature author-
ized changing the names of Cali-






as San Jose normal
 school 
and San Jose State teachers col-
lege. 
In the fall of 1935,  
enrollment  
reached  the 3000 mark and 
in 
19;l7. SJS 
















to six women. 
Hut veterans returned, 
and en-
rollment  figures soared 
until by 
the fall 
of 1947, more than
 7000 
students were enrolled at SJS. 
Just a 
year before,  the college 
had begun conducting 
graduate 
level  courses. 
BARRACKS
 ERECTED 
Fifteen temporary barracks 
buildings






 May of 1949. a "master 
plan" for
 future development 
of 
SJS
 was proposed at Sacramentr, 
and 
Loin 1949  to 1952, the 
statt
 







During that period,  houses 
were  
cleared to make way for the $756,-
700 
Music building 






struction  completed 
then
 also in-
cludes  the Speech and Drama 
building at a cost 
of $1,262.000. 









 at the helm 




tion  period. He 
joined





















1955, SJS had a 
faculty 
500. 








now  has close  
1000 faculty 
members, one-half 
thrm  holding 
doctorate
 degrees. 
In 1956, SJS 
graduated  up u; 
til 
then





























NIAA  (It's sTIVITTION 
On,   
. . 1956 build-
ings 5,iire a,td,i1 Ili, men's gym-
nasium 
and the 































 the Industrial  Arts build-
ing. 
Phase
 I of the Corporation 
yard












 with an 











 the college 
offered
 a 









est class -- 




,\ nil in 












met  . 
a small room in San 
Franci--,-





Tri-C  Club 
Squaw Valley's
 Olympic vii 
tiv winter
 fun fare planiu,i 
the club 




































MIl'IT111111114 in a 
heated
 pool. Fi 
ski lifts 
and  assorted rope 





 1, , 
:-c building. 





















































Held  Pursuant 





























































































































































































































































































turning windward on 
the final




















only  look 
forward to 
tomorrow  when he 
can
 ascend the snow
-
blanketed 
peaks for new 
adventure. Only
 the devoted 
skier knows the 
pride and strength
 that is felt 
stand-
ing 

































Mings  isn't 
sure
 whether 


































































fact it is 







































































































































































































































































































































































































 at the 
affair  but 
walked  
away 
with a spitoon 
propetual 
trophyo
 for their 










 but it 
was ob-
vious  that he 
would  like to 
re-
tain the trophy 
while raising the 
quality
 of the SJS club. 
The school
 has fielded what
 Pro-
fessor  Mings 
terms
 a "skeleton 
squad" in the 
past, but he is 
hopeful that 
enough
 aspirants will 
turn 
out at this 
year's  training 
camp 
to afford the Spartans
 a full 
eight 
man  squad. 
NEW 
TEAM  
With only one 







this season's unit 
is 
still a mystery. The eight men 
already signed up for the 1960-61 
tryouts, to be held at Squaw 
Vall,?y 
from
 Dec. 26-30, have all 
had some
 racing experience so 




Principal opponents for 
the
 
Spartans are California, Chico 
State, Nevada. Stanford, and Si-
erra College. Each sponsors a meet 
during the season, with only SJS 
failing to act as host. 
Competition will 
be held at the 
finest facilities
 this season, 
with  
two meets 
scheduled  at Squaw 
Valley, two 
at
 Sugar Bowl, one 
at Mt. Shasta and one 
at Reno. A 
San Jose State 
sponsored
 event, 
San Jose State arranged 
last 








along with Chico 
state,  Sierra college and 
Hum-
boldt  state. The tentative date for 
the 
affair
 is Feb. 4, 5, and 6. 
The meet will come
 as t he 
third of the season, following the
 
northern  California intercollegiate
 
invitational,
 sponsored by Sierra. 
Jan. 13, 14. and
 15 at Sugar Bowl. 
The 
Stanford
 winter carnival is 
the second





the Spartan skiers 
from partici-
pating. 
The , Nevada winter carnival,
 
Feb.
 9, 10. 11 and 12 at Reno; the 
Vanderbilt meet March 3, 4 and 
5  at Sugar Bowl:
 and the meet 
sponsored  by Chico state,
 March 
18 and 19 at Mt.
 Shasta round 
out the schedule. SJS is still 
hopeful of sponsoring a meet of 
Its 
own






Meets consist of two Nordic 
events,














 and while there is current-
ly no 
distaff  team team 
at SJS, 
Coach 




 if enough interest 
is shown. 
Cal, Nevada,
 and Mills College all 
have 
women's  units. 
The school provides cross coun-
try and jumping skis and 
cross
 
country  boots for members, and 
this 
year has added new racing 




The 1961 season will run from 
mid -January to mid -March, with 
the biggest event, the winter car-
nival, 
coming  during 
semester  
break. The meets 
are  two, three 
or four 
days
 long, with all ex-
penses paid for team 
members.  
The 
winter  carnival is a four
 
day
 event which attracts
 teams 
from the northwest and 
from the 
Rocky Mountain regions,
 as well 
as those 
engaged in area compe-
tition.  
The squad is 
currently  prepar-
ing for the season with
 workouts 
in Spartan 
Stadium stressing ski 
movement exercises and running. 




camp  are 





ested students should contact him 
before Christmas vacation. 
A 
Ph:
 `e by 
Br7s-.1,  
four figures etching





In the world of 
the skier nothing is 
more  beautiful than 
  
snowfields.  The 
bowing
 of the four figures
 into the 
valley 
below  bear silent witness to 






 that is skiing.
 






of supply and demand, ski equip-
ment manufacturers 
have  been 
quick to satisfy the 
skiing 
public's  




This year's improvements, as 
in 




along the line of greater safety 




Starting with the bottom item 
in the ski rig, one of the newest 




 to the 
market, they 
have not been in 
great  supply during the past sea-
sons. They are becoming more' 
readily available, however,
 espe-
cially since their success in the 
1960  Winter Olympics. 
PRICE 
HIGHER 
Metal skis are equal 
to the 
standard 












however,  is 










































































 newconliir to 
the ski 
market is the plastic ski. A com-






shell of great strength is one
 of 













In the binding area,  safety re-
leases are the key improvements. 
For the recreational skier, both 




release  in the case of 
falls. The toe release bindings 
have generally been accepted by 




















toe  release 
does
 not help, 
the heel release takes 
the strain 
off the Achilles 
tendon and saves 
the skier 
for another day. 
Both  types of 
bindings,
 while 
they release in 
emergencies, have 
generally  been perfected
 to a point 
where they hold
 during rough ski. 
ing. 
Since the appearance
 of the 
double boot la 
boot  within a boot) 
there have been only slight inno-
vations  in 
this area. This is 
duo 
to 
the  restrictions imposed 
by 
the 



































"I love to go a pondering.  
Along the ,,,,, 'infant track. 




 right on my back." 
The wind blew 
cold around 
me. In 
the  distance the trees 
danced 
in guests to its tune.
 
Sounds of 








 which he is 

































 by boot 
straps  for the
 
last 






ski poles. I 
was  ready! 
Confidentally.
 I 















 r  
slat slapped the at 
ens 
lee trIle more 
step 




ward the rope tow. 
The tow 




to a novice 
skier 
who hardly 
can  walk on 
level  ground, 
much  less zoom
 
down
 a hill, 




As I scanned 
the 
well  packed 
-and  well 
stacked
 





























































 that as 
the 
grandmother  of 
a back -sliding 
Boy 
Scout  13 days
 behind in 
good 
deeds,













 span in 
time before












yards  of 
desperately  
hanging  





 forcing it 
to slacken. 
Naturally,  the 


























sii  runs 
at
 Squaw Valley 






Coach  Turley 
Ming:, 
Al 












26 to 30. 
Team members now are 
preparing  
for the coming 
season
 with ski 


































































locate  a 
single
 crest due
















-yard  slope 
is 
considered  by 













Turnto secure leverage. 
watching the faultless
 form some 
ing. 




mas within me. 
I knew I could 










snow country this vacation have 
plenty of local opportunities for 
cold or wet -weather recreation. 
The closest similation of winter 
sports can be found at the Bel -
Arena  Ice Rink at 815 Old Coun-





 at Seal Rock, in 
San Francisco is one of the few 
Ice rinks on the 
peninsula. 
However,
 for those with good 
imaginations,
 














Rink, 1525 Almaden rd.; and 
a Trader Lew's, 12860 S. First st. 
Giving up altogether












and McKee rds.; 
Bowlarium  at 
10150  S. White 
rd.;  Bridgeman's 
Downtown  Bowl at 
375  W. Santa 
Clara aves Fourth
 Street Bowl, 
1441 N. 4th at.;
 Jose Bowl, 






 Palm Bowl, 
1523 W. San 
Carlos 
ave.: 














 920 San Jose
-
Los Gatos rd.; 
T. & M. club, 1026 




Bowl,  220 W.  





















i; man who 




















































Using my unbounding ingenui-
ty with 
mechanical  apparatus, I 
engineered
 the tow's 
gears into 
changing
 direction. Oblivious to 
damning  insults emitting from the 
waiting crowd 
at the bottom of 
the tow. I rode,












































whom  I 




















































































































































































































































































































One  thing for 
sure: niore Le, 






divides his time betwen the e, 
tail lounge and the
 coffee shop 
Perhaps an occasional jaunt 
on the veranda 













especially  this 
time
 of year. 
There's 
snow































































 to take hold 
in the 
hue summer 
months  and early 
fall. then 
spreads
 like the 
plague
 
when the first 
snow  be-
gins
 to fall. 
Moans of 
distress, "Oh, how I 
wish I could
 ski," come from in-
nocent 
by -slanders




The only cure for the fever is 
learning to ski. 
Skiing, like 
any  other sport, tr. 
quires a great deal of practice. 
Everyone can learn to ski well, 



















NEW Yt.tfi.li  
I 
UPII Interested 










door isn't too 
hard to 










Cut a giant cone out of the la-
tex foam sheeting VA feet 
high 
and 2 feet 
wide  at the base. 
Tack it 
to the door, pointed 

























gold plastic sheeting and tack in 
place 









































































tail  in 
the 
snow.  

















you'll  f 
self 













Basically,  the "snowplow turn" S 
is made by shifting the weight ot 
skis.
 
Once  the 
"snowplow"  is 
mas-
tered, the 
"snowplow  turn" 
comes  
easily.
 The first 
attempt  at a 
"snowplow  turn" should be made 
on fairly
 gentle
 slope. A 
depress-
ing in the terrain offers a good 
aid In 
accomplishing  the turn. 
pletes the turn. 
LEARN  TO FALL 
Any beginner 
is 
bound  to 




 the "kick 
few  times on 





Vac..  I 
diturntionisi 


































































































































































































































 the skier 
rip, 



























































































 form the 

























































 a hes 
on
























































to the  ski 




























































































































































































































































































































 Butte and the 

















































































































































































1933  one 
of






 was built 
by, 
the  Auburn











"Magic Carpet," a 
tnree-quarterl  
mile aerial 
tramway  from the,
 
parking lot on Highway 40. 
Runs from the top of 
Sugar  
Bowl's
 Mt. Lincoln  
and Mt. Disney' 
offer  trails for all 
skiers  








beginner's  trail 
runs from the.
 
peak of Mt. 











 while a 
3.400 -
foot






An immense touring 
terrain
 is 
available  from 
the 
peak of Mt. 
Lincoln.  Ski trips







peak  and 




 rope tows 
complete  
the lifts 
at Sugar Bowl. 
Several 
competitive. 
events  are 
held each 
year at the 
howl, in-
cluding the annual
 Silver Belt 
race 
which  is followed










available  at the 
lodge.
 The resort 




fiist public adelinss 
system
-




 at Deemer Ski
 raniai 
pros ide
 skiing for td1 
classes,  (ruin, 
beginner










-foot  J -Bar, 
2.rxxl-r,,,,t  T. 
Bar and one 
rope











 accomnuala t ions an 
available nearby. Seven ski in 
:striattors are on 
hand and t'quip 













 hill, at Norden,
 has ski 






skier. Meals, equipment rentall 
service










 ranch also 
pros ides 
equipment,  rental
 ser%ica and ski 




















of Truckee,  has 





I skier. A 















 avail-, not 
pi,vided. ski


















Ski ranch, located 

































































change of scenery. and a corn-  are available to the winter guest. 
An,  
miles here. in: 
The ski howl maintain.; 
restao-
plete winter resort. Sun Valley, , For the budget minded or student 
the 
heart  of the 
Shasta  Cascade 
rant and motel
-hotel
 immure.  
Idaho is the place. 
mountains. is 
the  "Switzerland of 
lions. For one 
person with - 
America,"
 Mt. Shasta Ski Bowl.' 
Fourteen 




 Mt. Shasta,  via




 the ski 
bowl rises 
9,338 










Change  of 
Scenery?  
Sun Valley Is the
 Answer 
Located in southern Idaho, Sun 
Valley can be 
reached by air, rail, 








vacation plans to the Sun 
slopes of 
Mt.  Shasta. 
rant facilities 
can be found 










dunsmuir   May  Save in 
. 
m 
6050 feet long and two 
rope
 11/WS.° 
the bowl can accommodate the 
beginning. intermediate
 and ex-, 
pert skier. A full time ski patrol'
 
is available to assist skiers. 
Reached













99 and state highway
 89, Mt. 







facilities at Mott Field. four 
tildes 
south. 
BEGINNER'S  SCHOOL 
limunners
 









ri beginners, the ski 
bowl

















have  to 
he 





 skiers can 











filched bath, the rate is $6 
lie, 
day. 
With  three more
 persons HI 



















the casual skiers. 
For 











springs. The ski 
bowl
 is open daily. 
Nearby 
Snowman 
hill,  eight 
miles
 east of 












































































































ArClirding  to the 
handbook,  the 
flesh may 
appear  flushed just be -I 
fore  frost bite 
occurs but becomes 
white 
or
 gray -yellow as the freed -






 occurs, the area 
should be covered immediately 
with  a blanket or warm 
hand. 
"Take
 the victim  to a warm 
room 









pads. Give the victim warm, non-
alcoholic, drinks." 
As soon
 as possible, the book 
continues,












ItcI re,r should 
foltisi 
round trip includes accommoda-
lions at either the Sun Valley 
lodge








to $52 for a 
double
 





also offers a seven-
day plan




unlimited  use of 
ski tows and six days
 of ski in -
instruction
 if desired. 
Cost
 of this 
trip varies










Facilities  include eight  
elisuri 
ally 





of skier. The 
Mt. Biddy  
"Cludrway









 Lift tickets 












skating  rink 
















































S q s% 
Looking










































































































































 of winter sport 
and 
40.000
 spectators per day, the 
re-'  
sort 
almost  overnight multiplied 
iiself  in a 
small
 city. 
Now in 1961 
skiers can choose 
one of 
five double chair lifts. a: 
Ponta
 
lift,  and rive 
rope
 tows for; 
their particular skiing skill. 
As 













I' dge accomodations at $44 
a day, 
lad













i two to 
a 
room,.
 Also at the 
village  issithin 
earshot of 
the slopesi reasonably -
priced meals are 








































use  of all tows. 

























 up Highway 
41) 




Truckee  will put y1111 ill illl'oot11-
parable  Squaw Valley. 
groups the chalet dormitories pro -
























I I I s, 11 Sit: I 
European  
plan 
;ei aaitilde in 
both the Challenger 




skiers  interested in 
trav-
eling to Sun Valley, the manage-
ment suggests  you ship 
your skis 
ahead 
at least 24 
hoot's in ad-
%,ance 
via  railway 
expres%.  
Your 

























 Badger Pass in 
Yosemite
 National Park, 
some  21:X1 
miles from 












































uric town of Sonora. 
and,
 
I lodge Ridge, a 
national  forest,
 is 












 are among 











with  an elevation of 
Vail, feet 
feat  tires 
iale laq/E, lo 
AV,  
ski slime 




























famous  than 
1.(111.4




















































 front the 
ski 
area. f'omplete 
















tonna, ran be reached
 via 
1.10




































 a part of 
Yosemite
 
National  Park. Is 
iipets
 
daily  and 
rents all 
types  ot ski equipment. 
111 
nearby





















 ski special." 
which in-
cludes 
a etinibinalvm  
it
 meals,  
10(11;1111.:, 
ski 




toiyc  at a reasonable lilan-
ket rate. 

































T-Itar  ski 
lift.
 
1%%ii l'onia ski mile,
 ie.., 01 
01.,.  
:titiiii-foot

















as a slimmer 11th
 pri-1,.. tiriety 
playground.  the 
Lake
 Talloe area 





























 n h' 
h a e a t c : I c i u d






















































































 of the Tahoe 
area.  Int' nmsdil'T. 
"" ri"' 
A four-hour drive





























 'EUROPE'  
On 
thi dant, to Echo summit 
gateway







 aer,ion of 
ous Etiropi
 



















s,,rts serse up "ski resort atmos-
phere-





arty,  ity that goes 


















































 :11111 :1  
1111.1(11.1.11
 11'0 111'4110,




















































level,  Ileitt 
- 
CIlly  \'alley 
combines  
lli. In,'i.halk  s 
. L i g i s e e n e r
 with the 
01,151 
ing skiing in the Tahee 
area. 
An extensive 
-back  area -
















theist  and 
mitt addressed for 







%ears  of 
eon-




eintlitetest  higher 
tit horities U.s. 
Post 
()ince chancesl  



















11(. y see. 
t. 
ettIt,






























i,, it Tree 
St Ole 












.1,11111111V 0;o1'11 ( '1111,1111a, anti rolo 
!irate
 the 11:1 









To Double by 1980 

























says  that 














 are expected. 
!TARTAN
 















































 seem to 
want 
to
 go down 
both  sides of 
a hill
 at once, a 
dry ski school
 
is being held 
on





















Heavenly  Valley 
ski re-
sort.  Signups are being
 taken in 
Student Affairs 




The club was formed
 j us t be-
fore World 
War II. Dr. 
Rocci  G. 
Pisano  joined the 
club in 1946 
and became advisor
 in 1947. Mr. 
Stan 
Bohne and Dr. Ken Hutton 
vere 




him, since he 
couldn't go on 
every trip. Dr. 
Pisan,.  an assistant 
professor  of 
3.ology. leads the marine 
biology  
trip to Mrxico every spring.
 
"The 





 "are to foster 
skiing, encourage safe and sane 
skiing and teach skiing. 
For that 
rerson we always welcome begin
-




would  like to ski but lack 
oo,nsis.rtation










tion, lodgings and 
meats. 
HOW TO SAVE MONEY
 
"If  you go only two 
trips,  you've 
already saved 
money,"
 exhorts Dr. 
Pisano,
 quoting the 
$5 yearly dues. 
Membership 
of







 In the past 
it has 




trips  to ski resorts. 
several 
skating
 trips and a ski.
 
fashion show 
(which was held 
last , 
weekt. 
The 1960-61 ski 
trips will be to 
Heavenly Valley, 
Badger Pass in 
Yosemite and 
Soda Springs. On 
official club excursions transporta-
tion is by bus only. 
BE 
SOCIABLE:"  
"This is a social 
club,"
 accord-
ing to Dr. Pisano,
 "and the bus 
trips
 promote friendships and a 
spirit of togetherness." 








cc.me. The con.stitution of the Ski 
club was drastically revised during 
a period just after  the war, with
 
a 





The Ski club does encourage 




















! whose year -around 
musical  apti-
tude
 would be 
sub -normal
 even 
I for a crow with laryngitis 
sudden-
ly
 feel copable of outsingIng the 
nightlneale

















 a lot of prom- : 
king musical flights 
never get off , 
the ground 
because  they fail to! 
follow a few simple rules.
 
Luisa who is chilling his Nor -1 
Luboff 


















nine basic hints 
on how to get the , 
out of Christmas caroling: 
Make 
sure you 
know  the. 
iwads
 and
 music of the songs 
you  
. are going 




 Use sheet 
music or, at least,
 have the words 
available in some 
printed  or  type-
written
 form. 




teenth Century Carpathian 
carols 
are 
fine for professional 
concert  
groups,
 but your friends at the 
party will be 
a lot happier with 
"Silent 
Night"




 getting too formal 
about it, have 
somebody  lead the 
singing. He doesn't 
have to be a 
Toscanini. Even if he 
just waves 
his arms rhythmically, it 
will help 
keep the singers together. 
--If there's a 
musical instru-
ment handy, a piano, a 
guitar  or 
one of , those simple new chord or-
gans, so much the better,  but suc-
cessful and soul satisfying singing 
can be done without these. 
- In singing, enunciate clearly. 
If 
you're not much of a singer, 
just speak the words, in tune and 
in time, with the 
other  singers. 
You will thus be contributing what 
you should, without contributing 
noises
 that you shouldn't. The 
comic strip artist whose 
charac-
ters sing "don't we know archaic 
barrel" instead of "don we now 
our gay 
apparel" isn't really exag-
gerating much about
 some people's 
carelessness with the words of fa-
miliar songs. 
-- If some of the words escape 
you,  keep
 singing, unless you've 
lorgotten the tune. In  that case, 
don't fight it.
 Just wait for the 
next song and 
get on board again. 
- As a member of the 
singing 
group,  don't try to prove anything. 
If you
 can hear yourself, you're 
singing too loud. 
If
 you can't hear 
the others. maybe 
you've
 had too 
ne 
ell 
eggnog.  If you're singing
 a ; 
The 'Sit -Down' Sport 
ft WILL KEEN ER 
One sport often overlooked by 
winter
 snow enthusiasts is that of 
tobogganing.
 
The not -so -popular sport ap-
pears almost completely over-
looked when compared 
to skiing 
among students at SJS, but as 
one 
student
 put it." It certainle 
has one distinct advantage. 
"I can START down the slope 
sitting
 
down, and be half -way as-




when I get to the bottom of the' 
hill. But with skiing, well, that's 
sort of an 
unluckily  hit or for-
tunately miss situation." 
Totsigganing began several 
years ago as an 
offspring to the 
dog sleds still being used in many' 






where  it 
originated.  
but a good bet %wild be in the 





Ones major change, however, is 
that
 toboggans  
almost
 invariably 
have  full, plankrd 
bottoms  where-
as 



















planks of oak 
or 


















































 fsr the snow 
countr.v
 each weekend. The 6 -foot 
tolviegan 




those used by skiers. 
Most often they are just as 
steep, but freer from 
obstacles
 
! such as trees,  rocks and 
slightI
 




that it is 
quite difficult to guide' 
the traditional toboggan. 






ticed is the length of the tobog-i 
gan run, which is considerably; 
shorter than the ski trails. This I 
undoubtedly reflects to the point I 






equipment up the  hill 
on foot: 
while the skier can ride a lift 
or slide uphill by hanging onto a 
circulating rope. 
"A good fresh snowfall is good' 
for tobogganing as well as for 
skiing," the tobogganist, who 
wished to remain anonymous. said  
'Things may be a little 
slovi-  aut 
cool at first,  but after a few' runs 
have 
been  




 That's when the. 
tobogganing gets 
to he good. The 




too hard for 









get up to 
















one  is to ride 
it to 
the 
bottom and  
the other 
is to turn it 
over, anti that 









to ride with his 
foot  pushing or 
dragging 
in the snow in an 
at-









, nine out 
of
























bottle  calm, 
and the
 sled, which is pictured 
on millions of Christmas cards 
each year. 
The flying saucer is a simpk. 
disc with little to hold onto ex-
cept the sides. The most familiar 
example of a bottle cap sign com-
monly used to advertise a soft 
drink. 
"Its 
methods of steering are 




just have I 
to hang on and ride
 it out, 
oftenI
 
in a round -about way." 
The sled, however, does have! 
a method of steering. "It is quite  
a 
bit  smaller 
than a toboggan
 and I 
it slides tin two metal runners. 
ehich










SITTING  DOWN 
"On 








 rides Mtn's. 
dovvii. 
The slesider can ride sit-
titio  op, but that makes
 it too 
easy
 for the small sled to over-
turn."
 
A less' spots to 
go tdbagganing 
within








 the Little Sweden  and a 
few slopes
 around 







nora. To the 
nor thee st one 
might try 
around










a popular region 
is
 near Badger 
Pass.  
Toboggans
 may be 
rented in 
several
 local sports 
shops  by the 
day or weekend,





















































































































 left to right 
are  March Dally, 
Judy French, Mike Binn 
and  Sue Barry. 
Special
 Language Needed 
For Would -Be Skiers 
An arm's -length
 of sporty 
jar-
gon 
sets the skiers 
apart from 
the uninitiated.
 Some of the 
col-
lected 'lingo" 
popular  to the sport 
has
 grown up with it and
 is stand-
ard. Other terms
 seem to be prod-




large hole in 
the 
snow  resulting 
troin
 a spill and 
left unfilled 
by
 an incosiderate 
skier. Also called a 
"Sitzmark." 










 in which 
the 
skis lie on a 
slope, such as 
downhill  ski, or a 
downhill  race. 
EggbeaterA







 Not so prevalent
 today 
with modern 
safety  bindings. 
Fail
 Line- The shortest 
straight  
line from 




 A method of  
climbing uphill 




 named for the 
ski pat-
tern left in the
 snow. 
Kick
 Turn- Used to 
change  di-
rection, 
on the level, climbing or 












 to chair 
lifts 








tows or pulls which tow 
or pull a 
skier 
uphill.  
Lower  Ski -- The ski on the 
downhill side.
 
Open ChristianiaA fast turn
 
starting with a partial stem. 
Outside ski The ski on the out -
side of a turn. 
Parallel 
TurnSkis
 are held 
parallel 
throughout  the 
turn. 








 done in a 
short 
radius,
 the tempo 
Wen when 
done in long 





Perma Litt - Shortened and
 
named for the 
manufacturer.  A 
device where
 a disc or platter 
is 
placed  betwen the 
legs in con-
trast to 
a bar, upon 
which  the 
skier rests while 
being pulled up-
hill. 
Sitzmark--  See bathtub. 
Ski Heil! The
 greatest of sa-
lutes to skiers,  a toast. 










stemming  with both 
skis 
thrust out at an angle,
 tips meet -1 
ing, pressure 
on tail of 
skis. 
Snowplow 
Turn  --Also stem turn. 
One ski is weighted
 for direction 
in which turn
 is to be made and 
stem position is 




or both skis 
are 
pushed  out of the 
tail ends. 













 A signal 
similar
  
"fore"  in golf, to 
clear the trio 
for a shuss, 










ing a slope on 
a diagonal to the 










to the top of Dodge Ridge are just a few of the 
several 
hundred  
skiers who flock to the Ridge 
every weekend 
during  the snow 
season.  







 in the 
fresh snow. Going 
down on the 
lift is a 
couple
 
which  had been to the top just 
for the thrill of 
viewing  the 
snow-capped
 mountain range as 







 clothing styles and 





substitute style for comfort 
ill 
be substituting sorrow for 
In,
 
Many items are rated high in 
appearance, but are rated low for 







tive liner, which is actually an 
insulated
 
fabric,  to wear under 
sweaters, shirts or parkas
 to keep 
out 
the 
cold,  wind and dampness. 
Knit caps in a variety of colors 
:ire available for skiers 
plagued 
cold
 ears. Simple ear 
bands 
.lay be obtained by snow -bound 
"Mantifacturets are not forget-
Ing cold
 hands. The warmth of 
./iion and pile linings have been 
-oupled with reinforced





styles,  featuring 
just 
three  short fingers, are 
rec-
ommended  for warmth 
and  bet-
ter 







 to leather mit-
tens with elastir cuffs.
 
Elasticized 
cuffs  are also 
rec-
ommended
 for the sleeves
 of par-
kas. 
Wool  cuffs tend 
to become 
uncomfortably  damp,
































 now allow ski-




































































(UPI)  The 












in the biggest 
Christmas
 mail 
rush in history. 
It expects to 
handle  between 6 
:Ind







during  the 
month
 of December. 
Postal officials
 also expect 
an 
increase in 
overseas  mailings. Dur-
ing the last two months of 1959, 
Americans sent about 1.5 billion 
pounds of letters and more 
than 
25.5 million 






pounds of Christmas 
cards  and  
tters were airlifted
 overseas , 
,Iong,
 with some 350,000
 pounds 
iif parcel
 post in the final month 
.f 
1959.  
Handling the Yuletide deluge 
a 
ill 




























 capital, the 
post  office is 
experimenting
 
with a dollar 
bill 
A-tonging 








and five dollar bills. 
rhecks
 for 





















 be using 
everything
 from 
airplanes  to 
a 
dog sled to deliver
 the Christmas 
mail. 







Hot heads will 
be
 brightening 





 whimisical fur 




The furry chapeaux of fox and 
dyed lamb range in shades of tan, 
red, beige, white and the vibrant 
tones of 




 also add a 
bright
 
touch with their contrasting 
stripes on  








 the scamps are topped 
with furry 
pompons.  
To keep up with the demands of 
several outfits in different 
colors,
 
local merchants. have stocked ski 









































































Longer length parkas 
add  to 
the high 
altitude elegance of 
the 




bold checks that reverse
 to 
nylon fabric
 in solid 
colors.
 
Icy  blasts and 
chilly  winds will 
have 
a hard time 
penetrating  the 
down




now come in reversible styles and " 
printed 
fabrics. Hoods that 
fold 
people who 
dislike the bulkier 
into a collar








the parkas. These rugged, 
je 










"Knickers"  distinguish the pro-
fessionaLs 
from  the novice, most 












vanced skiers who don't mind 
calling attention to themselves 
and their skiing ability. 
 B 
Stretch musts in gay colors are 
111,14' y,,,, SfloW for 
that big ski weekend, don't dance 
and pi -ay to the 
weather  god in 
charge of snow. Look for the 
phony snow men 
instead.  
Some Eastern resorts are beat-
ing Mother Nature to the punch- - 





to prolong the skiing period or 
introduce it early in the season a 




A snowmaking apparatus, which 
must be used when the tempera-
ture is below freezing, will make 
"Imitation snow" good 
enough
 to 
build a snowman as well as to ski. 
The snowmaking appartus forces 
compressed air through a pipeline, 
and water through another pipe 
running parallel to the first. Both 
pipes are joined by a single 
spray-
ing nozzle, forming a 
giant  atom-
izer. 
As the water from one pipe is 
hit by the 
compressed air from 
the 
other, a spray is formed at the 
nozzle which turns to snow the 






























 pink and 
plum. 
eware: 















however, are not considered tab, 
Coeds who do most of then 
exercising in front of a lodge 
fireplace buy slim tapered pants, 
lightweight
 jersey tops or cardi-
gans to be worn over long-sleeved 
sports blouses patterned
 in ski 
designs. 
After -ski boots no longer are 
confined to 
the black and brown 
shades of previous years. The 
fleece -lined foot wear come in 
wear come in many colors includ-
ing tan, beige, avacodo and 
red. 
Soft fur slippers, some of them 
seal, replace the
 ski boots with 
many coeds. 
By BEK BotESIEB, 
On a sunshiny day in the moun-
tains, the snow can blind, and it 
can blind in 
such an incredibly 
painful way that no one who  has 
ever fallen 
victim will willingly 
run the risk again. 
Imagine lying on your 
back, 
opening your eyes wide and having 
someone ladle a teaspoon of sand 
into each eye - and have it re-
main for 24 hours - and you 
would have a very accurate idea 
of what it feels like to be snow 
blind. 
Set For A Downhill Run? 
HERE IS SKIER'S 
view looking down the slopes 
near the Soda Springs area. Located 12 miles 
west of Truckee, Soda Springs boasts a large 
ski school retaining 7 ski instructors and other
 
modern facilities. Running up the slopes, are 
a 2,600 -foot double chair lift,
 1,700 -foot J -bar, 
2,000
-foot T -bar 
arid  








snacks for hungry 































EXPERT SKIERS head up the Edelweiss double 
chair lift 
to the high 
slopes.
 The 
Edelweiss,  an 
American version of 
the
 well known European 
ski area, is easily reached. If you are
 driving 
toward Echo Summit, the first 
major ski resort 
is 
The Edelweiss. Here there are accommoda-
tions for the beginning, 
intermediate and ad -
Fort 






at all gets 














few hours or it ma3 Means
 
you for four or 
five days. 
Once you get it, almost It 
can. be done to produce 
relief. Every concei 
should he made t.i 




eye or lid. 
There are ways to itre..,1 























filter out ultraviol, 
pair of glasses, tit, 














the snow. They will 
and,





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Cht  i 
sales III 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































year  for 
Japanese
 is New 
Year's 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































off with the selec-
























 or pie 
or 










 be taken 
of













































There'll be shots, too, of 
slipper&
 feet reluctantly climbing 
stairs, other 
shots of angelic faces,
 
heavy -eyed yet
 fighting sleep. as 
Mom tucks
 them into bed. 
Next,




see views of hands! 
stringing lights and
 placing orna-










 but a period 
of movie darkness born
 of a pur-
posely  inserted length 
of blank 
film 
to spell out the 
hours between 
midnight and morning. 
Most of these 







 to use and just
 about as easy 
to buy as 

















enjoyed as sound movies. Though 
taken by 





 they'll be 
transformed  by 
means 




















16mm film. or 
on 
snapshot -
priced 8mm filmare taken just . 
as 
are all home movies. After 
pro-




the reel is 
sent
 



































































































































 readied to ran 
anew
 and 










 shows the film! 
As 
the 
action  to lae 
described 
appears
 on the screen. voices
 are 










 effects all. 
dovetailed  through a phono-adap-
ter input. with the pictures they 















Let's say that the 
Christmas
 
movie about which we've been 
talking is actually to be a 
sound 
movie.
 What better background,
 
then, for 








behind  the 
glimpses




Making movies is just like mak-
ing snaps




















 or anything 





















































































the Sigma Phi' 
Epsilon's week.
 Last night the
 
AOPis
 and the Sig Eps 
presented  
a 
Christmas  party 
at

























made hy Theta Chi brothers for 
To Pacific 











to Hawaii and the Orient are 
available to students who join 
the 1961 Howard summer study 
tours, according to Mrs. Robert 














of college credit, on the 13th an -
THETA
 Xi 












































recently  at the 
annual 
Devlin.
 Alpha Phi and Kit 
Fox, 
FOI.R GROI PS 
Theta Chi winter dance which was 
Alpha 
Chi  Omega. 
The Hawaiian tour is divided 




 1 col -




ship trophy in recognition of h i s 






Holy  I 







Phi Beta: Ann Merril. Delta Gam- trophy for 
"lowering






ma: Lynn McCall, Kappa Kappa 








Gamma; Joyce Anthony and Lynn the other brothers.'' 
testants






























held  in 
the 
Delta  






 XII 1 



















party  was 
held 
with 








Omegas in sponsoring 
a 




 lodge was the 
set-
ting for the annual Christmas
 din-
- ner-dance attended 
by the broth-
ers and their dates. 
Al Vernon's 
house will be the 
scene of the ATO New 
Year's  
eve 














































Alpha Tau Omega 











































































English major to 
Lorne!
 




































THETA CHI  
Dream Girl semi-finalists were 
or 
Festive Christmas  
Season  
Joan Bagley, Alpha Phi junior 
general elementary' education ma-
por. from 
Fremont,
 to Gary Levi, 
Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon  senior busi-
ness major from 
Bakersfield.  
Patti Cabin, Alpha Phi junior 
general elementary education ma-
por. 
from San Anselmo. to David 
Williams, Sigma
 Alpha Epsilon 
junior history major at Cal. Wil-
liams 















I. Mitt)  
5 t








































































































































speech  correction ma. 
Lodge. 
 Or from 
Atherton.  to Breit 
Fer-
guson. 
























wish to live 
in apartment hotels 
(31 graduate 
group, for 













































































































































































































Join the fun at 
Olympic 
in 
the scenie winter wonderland ni 
Squaw Valley, site of the 1%0 Wm 
tor Olympic Games. Olympic rim.. 
vast slopes for novices, indoor and 
oritdoor
 
skatingall  within walk 
only 
distance




 cafeteria  A3I 
privisl 
finkthie.  EIO 
riple. 
EMI WEEK SPECIAL:  Sun. thrmign 
This,  
F3 nights for the unroof 4 
MUSS NVATIONIIII Otsmpic 
Squaw Valley 
State Park, Tahoe 
City,
 Calif , 
or







































Executive Secretarial Course 
'or College and 
University  WOMP, 
NEXT 
ENROLLMENT  DATE 
FEBRUARY 6, 1961 
Sere for College Catalog 
525 Sutter

























































such as Pearl Harbor
 cruise, cata-
maran 









66 -day Orient study 







 of travel to Hawaii. Japan. 
Formosa.
 Philippines and 
Hong 
Kong. 
classes are held aboard 
ship 
and ashere
 in all countries visited.' 
Two university instructors oriel , 
courses in humanities, social 
sci-










































































































































































































































with 44 days in 
Europe  

















 motor coach in Europe 
Extended
 stays in London, Vienna, Rome.
 Paris, and 
Shorter stays in Heidelberg,
 Venice, Florence and 
Chateau Country 
Contact


















ALL RECORDS AT 
BIG DISCOUNTS 
L.P. Albums  Monaural
  Stereo 
Singles  Classical  Popular 

















 while s lk 
Springalator 










 White satin opera pump 
tinted to match your kolidoy 
gown and individually styled 
for your height 
I 3.95 
Satin








































































































































































































































































































































































































 time you 
go































































a delightful "must" 











BROOKE  SHEBLEY 
displays
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,..  I 
haye













GlitriMa Phi lietas Saturday


















children.  with Alpha 
Tau  



































party  which 
follocted  an 
Nu. 
Kit 
Fox was named 







was  the 



































for the coeds 
and I at i  
la 








 held Saturday night
 :it 
the Sigma Chis. 
the 
sorority
 house. Highlighting 







the Christmas tree 
and d 
Coed

















Last night Alpha Omicron Pi Cbrk'n'a 
1 
for u n d e r r , '
 
coeds joined the Sigma Phi 
Epsi  . 
Ion brot hem in sponsoring a 
OP5iVe  
Christmas party for approximate-  
ly 30 underprivileged children. A 
fir,1 
isit front Santa and distribution 




games and refreshments. 
ALPHA PHI 
The Alpha Phi pledge dance con, 
held Friday night in 










the dance, which was 
hel,r
 



































 on a 



















dresses"  is a 
wise idea 
before  
Satin  glowing with 
a jewel:ent-
; 
Bar -B-9 Chicken 










 Gala dance dresses with 
.. Bar -B -Q 
Spare  Ribs 
:tand-alone




 bodices finished With 
Bar -B -Q Beef 
: 
. thread thin shoulder straps, 
is 














, points out a smocked effect tot 
o 
st underpricaleged 
families,  according , 
skirts of many satin princess party 
















 . S1.36 Z. 
of crystal bugle beads outlining 
O 
4 Four baskets id fowl will IN. 
de- '      
bows and rhinestone -centered 
Burgers
 with Fries S .32 Z 
Iseined
 to the 
Salvaliun 
















the  coeds. 




'rhe dormitory residents recently 
tore deep crystal -bead fringe rem -
k entertained children
 of the Holy 
iniscent 
of the dazzling '20s. 
:4  
Spirit
 Center in San 
Jose with 
For 
cocktail  parties bolero 
Z,... singing and 
refreshments, cli- 
dresses serve
 double functions. The 
Z' maxed by a visit from Santa and . 
jacket can be worn





tailored  appearance or 
removed fin 
,fc: 
-These  are the Hall's 
first rum-
th ir Ire sv t le 
; :nullity 
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all ef the 




















124 East San Fernando 
Next to California Book Store 


















































































Two Ski Resorts 
SACRAMENTO
 




 lea  




 Squaw Valley Will re-
sult





qualifications  of 




Director  Malcolm 
Harris  of the 
Department




 that License 
holders for the 
Athlete Center in 
Squaw Valley State 
Park and for 
the 
Bear  Pen Pizza 
Parlor















































the license hearing, which
 is th.: 
yet scheduled. 





censes could be suspended tempo-
rarily or put on probation. 
Two of the minors 
were  cited 
for 






a concession from the state
 to 
a 
corporation headed by William A.  
Newsom, Ronald Pelosi and Albert 
Leonardini. all of San
 Francisco. 
Another minor was 
cited on the 
same
 charge at the Bear
 Pen Pit-
za 


























































































































not  recognize 
the holiday
 and  
a society where 
the state t,,; 
everything




to toy factories.  
Christmas 1, 




citizens  still cling to I'  
custom of exchanging
 gifts,  
ing festive 
dinners
 and atter,  
ing 
special  church 
services. 
those who do are becoming
 less- . 




does  it only ), 
cause  as one put it 
-"It's 
a 







 of the Christmas I. 
tivities.




discovered it is difTicult to to 









 - Our young caroler
 is a 
symbol
 of 
particularly in small 
towns  and 
man's desire 
to
 be older, 
wiser,  









dence of Christmas in the 
Soviet   
in days past. 
Summer
 mistakes are forgotten in the spirit that 
You won't 










The  decorations put up * 
I 
are all labeled for the New 
Year's  
celebration which is the big off 
1 
Ski Beginner Recalls 





































































































































By JIM BROCK 




 3 9766 
Photo Editor 
was beginning to 
melt into every-
thing I wore.
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 lifts at 
Heavenly





























































































 ride to 
Santa  
,  
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Manlier





Crenshaw  CY 
5.9601
 





 2 spaces 
aenell
 Reed CY 3-9753. 
Gun collector
 






























 AX 6,3148 
Wanted 
ride to 








 2 dr. 
sedan.
 R & H 
must  










Rides f.r 2 to 
L.A.  
trio., 
I,. 22 23 
or
 
24- I CY 2.2147 ai 5. 
There I Wits
   above the val-
 y floor -- and I had been on 
.is twice before in my life. 




. dley with the 
San Jose State 
team to take ski pictures for 
special edition 
and I found 
self more than 
750 feet up the 
iass' peak ravine. 




peak and the 
ravine had 
ned frtim brilliant white to 
.ddy grey. The 
wind  suddenly  
,ame




not very sure of myself -trying 
 iemember the two lessons that 
had taken almost  exactly one 
,r before at Heavenly Valley 
,r Stateline 
UP THE SKI LIFT 
The trip up the mountain on 
:le ski lift seemed to give
 me, 
 first,





'rive four members of the ski 
on 




 I pushed myself off the 






wait  for the learn 
to come 
down 
the hill and 
shoo:
 
them as they sped by. 
The lessons taken previously 
were very helpful and I had 
chance 
to put them 
to use many 
times as I slowly made 
my
 way 




 ' II \IP] 
me some confidence. I stayed on 
my 
feet 









myself.  The first slop, 
was not very steep. I stopped and 
the ski 
team  caught up with 
me
 
We shot some pictures. Then 
v., 
continued 
down  to the valley float 
Here was the 
moment  of truth 
I thought to myself "I should tak, 
more lesson
 I wd 
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Don  PR 
9 -r 
. 
conclit.sn  $50. See 







TP3 :hero P 


























 and Offices across from 
dorms  on 
S. 10th.
 200.2000 sq. 
ft. available,  air 
con 
d.
 T. L. 
Mitchell
 & 










 350 S. 




















feateces.  ESsek 
7-7810.
 
Men's  rms. Oh 
blk  frrn SJS ramp, 3 
fnv. $25 to $30 
ea. 
4;01, 









speed.a  Br 
Hanta  125 























































scripts. term papers, 
theses.
 Phone FR 
1141300 













plus 1 in gold free. A real
 offer. AL 2-
9191. 








DZs recently held an 
exchange 




GAMMA  PHI BETA 
Gamma  Phis held 
their  annual 
Mother

















And the hill was looking steeper
 
and longer with every 
fall. 
This was 
beginning to look like 
pure




 01 the ski team 
took 
my
 catnera on down to 
the lodge. 
Ile said, "if 









 they will 
give
 you a 
rale 
back. And stick 
to the packed 
flails." 
, THE FINAL TRIUMPH 
The team continued
 down the 
hill and 1 limped down the ravine 
to the station and hitched a 
ride. 
This is not the last 
time I'll go 
skiing. The feeling of 
speeding  
over snow
 and the awareness
 of 
a new and different 
challenge  re-








go skiing again, 
party and a 
party  with the 
SAE's  
for children
 from a local day 
Happy 

























in the West and 




Church follows the 
Byzantine
 pat-
tern and Christmas Day falls on 
Jan. 8. 
The 
only sign of Christmas  





at the Roman Catholic Church .1 





they are for the New Year. 
You won't find one word about
 
Christmas Day in the newspapers.   
see 
anything  about it 
on 
tele-
vision or hear 
of it on the
 radii).1
 
And everybody .works on Christ -1 
mas because it passes unrocog-1 
nized 
by the state. 





million believers. These are main-
ly elderly 
persons,  
most  of 
whom 
press into crowded churches for 
the colorful midnight Mass  
Christmas Eve. 
The Russian Orthodox Churches 
present





























































































PHOTO  SUPPLY STORE 
-For Everything Photographic"  
 66 S. First








The restaurant for fine holiday 
meals.
 
Come in, won't you, and enjoy our fine 
foods and good atmosphere.
 


















































completely  modern 
furnishings
 . 
kitchens . . . 















Relaxation  Spaciousness 
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